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Law In Order is at the front line of legal technology innovation.
One of our key objectives is to provide meaningful change
when designing solutions for clients. We find it unwise to
simply add layers of technology to everything. This uncritical
approach can be counterproductive and serve minimal
utility. Without meaningful change, it cannot be said that
the introduction of technology properly advances the legal
industry and its resilient ecosystem. Our aim is to find
innovative ways of using technology to enhance the rule of
law and to improve access to justice.

Without meaningful change,
it cannot be said that the
introduction of technology
properly advances the
legal industry and its
resilient ecosystem.

Virtual Proceedings
One of our latest innovations is an advanced virtual
proceedings solution. This blends virtual collaboration with
the procedural aspects of the physical hearing room in a
virtual forum. It is currently sparking interest around the
world, with travel restrictions, self-isolation requirements
and global scheduling conflicts posing significant problems
for running a physical proceeding.
This is a highly meaningful offering because it assists firms,
courts and tribunals to keep their hearing schedules on
track in spite of the unprecedented challenges posed by
COVID-19. It helps move matters forward in a virtual space
with all the procedural components, allowing firms to
continue achieving winning outcomes for their clients and
keeping the legal machinery ticking over.
Our integrated, secure, cloud-based platform enables
collaboration in a single, connected environment.
Attendees can work around current travel restrictions
by conducting hearings with overseas parties via video
conferencing facilities, which seamlessly integrates with
our virtual evidence platforms and live transcription.

We are proud to have facilitated one of the first
international arbitrations to be done purely in electronic
form. The arbitration comprised remote real-time
transcription, remote evidence presentation, a cloud-based
Online Hearing Book and technical expert witnesses.
Participants attended from London, Singapore, Bangkok,
China, the Hague, Sydney, Melbourne, Vancouver,
Washington and Geneva.
A virtual proceeding can simulate all the necessary
components in an arbitration or a courtroom. The solution
provides three concurrent visual and interactive links
producing a purely electronic proceeding, removing the
inconvenience of geographical barriers.
Our advanced virtual solution uses four integrated
and concurrent components; including three visual
components that simulate the essential aspects of the
hearing room and one hyperlinked evidence workspace
platform, ensuring the proceeding is paperless. All
electronic and all online aspects are accessible from
anywhere in the world at any location with any device.
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Real-Time Transcription Touchscreens

Typically, we offer the videoconference in the form of
two links. “Link A” is at the top right corner and is the
primary visual link. It is the video of the proceeding.
This is for all conference participants. We have
a bridge manager who controls the participants
(typically senior counsel, arbitrators or judges and
witnesses). We keep the additional attendees hidden
in the background. Anyone connected to the virtual
proceeding is still able to speak, become visible
and participate if requested. Typically, counsel will
determine who is required to be in the background
so as not to disrupt the proceeding.

Another innovation of 2020 is real-time transcription
touchscreens. We now provide the live transcription
touchscreen in addition to the evidence presentation
screens, which can be used by arbitrators, judges and
senior counsel.

“Link B” is in the top left corner and is designed for
evidence presentation, controlled by a dedicated operator.
The operator brings up documents and calls out sections
as per the lawyers’ instructions consistent with the flow
of the proceedings, providing the same advantages as
having an operator attend a physical hearing.
The screen in the lower left corner displays the realtime transcription, which is provided by a remote
stenographer who could be situated anywhere in the
world! The real-time transcription is integrated with the
evidence platform and functions in the same way a
live transcript would in any physical arbitration or court
proceeding with interactive features and functionality as
it is automatically generated in real-time.
The final component is the online hearing book on the
bottom right side. This is the evidence platform used
by all parties associated with the proceeding. They
can navigate the hearing book and peruse documents
before, during and after the hearing.

These screens are particularly useful in proceedings
when cross examining witnesses in multiple languages,
as interpretation itself can often be in dispute.
Navigating the transcripts quickly and accurately is
especially important in proceedings where strict time
limits are imposed on counsel.
The real-time transcription solution allows seamless
navigation to sections in question with the ability to
quickly clarify hard to understand sections, follow
interpretation, annotate and copy portions of text
instantaneously. Users can then easily return to the live
transcript scrolling below.
The set-up also maximises desk space. Using lowprofile monitor arms and touchscreens removes the
need for a keyboard and a mouse, allowing more room
for documents to be unbundled. Language barriers are
alleviated by an interpretation booth integrated with the
live transcription and then engaged by focal points in
the room where the touchscreens are located.
Whenever time constraints are in place, such as in
chess clock arbitration, expediating legal processes
is paramount. This innovation is essential to further
streamline the operation.

Video Link
for Attendee
Engagement

Evidence
Presentation

Virtual Arbitration
Components

Real-time
Transcription
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Innovation for Access to Justice
Other innovations that embrace the concept of meaningful
change by widening access to justice for all include those
developed for The Royal Commission into Violence, Abuse,
Neglect and Exploitation of People with Disability. We modified
our existing suite of electronic hearing services to ensure
access for people with a disability.
These innovations provide comfort, ease of access and a
feeling of ease and connection for people with disabilities.
They include:
— Closed captions;
— Auslan interpreter PIP;
— Hearing loops with multi-options which can be
connected to a device we can provide onsite or
integrate with a hearing aid or mobile app;
— Advance microphone with optimised aural receiver control;
— Text-to-speech for web form submission
portal and the website;
— Youtube channel for all video content adding the
accessibility features Youtube provides including
auto-generated translation to allow people to view
the hearing content in almost any language;
— Mobile apps for hearings;
— Live audio podcast;
— Witness stand touch pad for heightened
expression and annotation;
— Remote witness rooms; and
— Safe spaces.

In Summary
These recent innovations that we have been offering
clients have provided meaningful change, as they address
real issues that our clients are facing. The technology
solutions are designed to help the users overcome these
challenges themselves.
A lot of technology changes are dictating and reforming
workplace operations and with coming changes
caused by viral outbreaks such as COVID-19, I truly
believe we will test the resilience and efficacy of some
of these advancements. Working from home in a
highly connected workplace will become part of the
norm for some departments. The human element is
not eradicated, it’s enhanced and empowered in new
ways, and where it is practical, these remote solutions
can thrive, and it is all thanks to the latest technology
advancements available to us.
In this era, when technology is advancing rapidly and
innovation is consistent with this speed, a careful
approach to innovation is paramount. In order to create
meaningful innovation, it is important to know your user
and care about their lives. It’s about understanding
people and their experiences. It involves more than clever
design. It requires empathy, understanding of the human

context and its relationship with technology and law.
Predominantly, making a lawyer’s life easier and more
productive, while also benefiting the legal ecosystem they
co-exist within.
It’s these kinds of advancements and empathetic insight
that leads to innovation which is truly meaningful.

A lot of technology changes
are dictating and reforming
workplace operations and with
coming changes caused by viral
outbreaks such as COVID-19,
I truly believe we will test the
resilience and efficacy of some
of these advancements.
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Talk to us about support and solutions for your team.
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